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This is a proposal to update the representative glyph shown in the code charts for U+3029 

SUZHOU NUMERAL NINE . Three suggestions will be given on the update method 

In this proposal, I propose that the shown representative glyph does not reflect the current 

real-world usage. Below shows the representative glyph of U+3029 in pre-Unicode 13.0 on 

the left, and the post-Unicode 14.0 on the right. The current glyph (on the right) is provided 

by CJK Strokes as provided in L2/20-058. 

Unicode 13.0 and older on left, Unicode 14.0 and 15.0 on right 

Some real-world usage of the Suzhou numeral 9 as excerpted from books and photographs 

are provided in the References section. The pictures are tagged with digits wrapped in 

parenthesis such as (1). 

Background 

The Suzhou numerals is a numeral system used in Chinese communities before the 

introduction of Arabic numerals. Unicode currently encodes 12 of them in the CJK Symbols 

and Punctuation block, nine at U+3021..U+3029 and three at U+3038..U+303A. 

The current glyph of U+3029  HANGZHOU NUMERAL NINE, and its processor glyph 〩, 

shown in Unicode with 4 separate strokes might be from GBK and GB 18030-2000. Only 

reference (10) shows the numeral exactly as shown in the Unicode code charts, and reference 

(20) shows a similar but not exact using 3 strokes similar to the character 夕.

Besides, in GB 18030-2005, which is the successor of GB 18030-2000 (which is also 

successor of GBK), the shown glyph for Suzhou numeral 9 is modified and does not match 

those in GB 18030-2000 and GBK. 

Due to the lack of real-world usage evidence and change of glyph in different versions of  

GB 18030, I would like to propose Unicode to modify and update the glyph for U+3029. 

However, there are multiple sources for the character and some of the usages shown a 

different glyph than other usages. Thus, I have compiled 3 possible glyph(s) to be used to 

replace the glyph for U+3029. 

https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20058-cjk-symbols-proposal-upd.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U3000.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U3000.pdf
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Suggestion 1 

This glyph is the form mostly used in typed material during the early documents and 

designed based on reference (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (7), some of (8), (11) and (17). This glyph 

is also the reference glyph as provided by GB 18030-2005 and GB 18030-2022. With 

normalisation, the glyph provided by CNS11643 can match this glyph too. Samples of 

glyphs from font vendors implementing Big5 are also similar to this glyph in composition.  

Reference (1), (2), (5), (7) and some of (8) uses a dot stroke ( , ) instead of a press 

stroke ( , ). Reference (3) is a geometric font and it is not possible to deduce the last 

stroke. CNS11643 uses a dot stroke for both the first and third stroke. Both GB 18030-2005 

and GB 18030-2022, along with both Big5 font vendors (Arphic and Dynacom) shows a 

press stroke. However, both of these forms are equivalent. 

Suggestion 2 

This glyph is the form mostly used in written material during the early documents and 

designed based on reference (9), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (19), (21), (22) and first of (8). 

This glyph is also the reference glyph as provided by Big5 specification document. It is 

noted that the first stroke usually does not pass through the third stroke like the current glyph 

in Unicode. 

All the references showing the glyph uses a dot stroke ( , ) instead of a press stroke 

( , ) as it is easier to carry the stroke from this numeral to the next in handwriting.  

However, normalising the dot stroke to press stroke is acceptable when displaying the glyph 

using printed fonts. 



Suggestion 3 

〡〢〣〤〥〦〧〨〩 
一二三   〸〹〺 
This suggestion does not focus on U+3029 only, but all the Suzhou numeral glyphs. Since 

the modern usage of Suzhou numeral is primarily handwritten as shown in reference (12) 

through (19), it might be better to convert all the Suzhou numeral glyphs to use a 

handwritten style font instead of a printed style font. The problem with Suzhou numeral 9 

can also be solved elegantly as this is the form the general public uses in handwriting and 

education (shown in reference (21)). 

The above glyphs are provided as in Iansui, an open-source Traditional Chinese font 

simulating handwritten style and licensed under SIL Open Font License, version 1.1. 

Alternative vertical form is also shown here for U+3021..U+3023.  

There is precedence of using handwritten style glyphs as shown in L2/20-058 such as the 

two spacing modifier glyphs U+02EA and U+02EB used for Taiwanese Phonetic Symbols. 

The Bopomofo and Bopomofo Extended blocks are also shown with a handwritten style, 

which is also due to mostly handwritten usage in modern time. 

All 3 suggestions will require a change to the CJK Symbols font. Iansui is license-wise 

compatible with CJK Symbols and may be merged directly into the font. If the Unicode 

committee choose to change to use a handwritten style but requires the glyph to match those 

in the Bopomofo block, I will be able to help design such glyphs.  

That is all. 

Thanks to Ken Lunde and Henry Chan for providing materials and references. 

Thanks to But Ko for providing the font of Iansui. 

https://github.com/ButTaiwan/iansui
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Ms. Night Koo submitted a document to request for updating the representative glyph for 
U+3029 as L2/23-167. She kindly provided three suggestions, but we need to keep only one for 
the future version of the standards. 
For Suggestion 3, she suggested modifying the glyph style of all Suzhou Numerals to use the 

“handwritten style” glyphs which meant Kai Style in her document for the Suzhou Numerals in 
the Sung/Ming style fonts/typefaces, that would be like the generations like kana and Japanese 
Kanji in Japanese Meichotai font. This suggestion is not easy to be accepted by the typographical 
practitioners and the end readers. 
For Suggestions 1 and 2, let us see how to use in two pieces of authoritative evidence in Chinese 
mainland first. 
Fig. 1 shows the form is the same as the right one of Suggestion 1. 

 
Fig. 1 中国社会科学院语言研究所词典编辑室: 《现代汉语词典（第 7 版）》, 北京: 商务印

书馆, 2016.9, ISBN 978-7-100-12450-8, p. 1246 
 
There are eight lines in Fig. 2. We need to focus on the second and third lines. The second line 
shows the cursive forms, and the form for numeral nine is close to the right one of Suggestion 
2; the third line shows the regular forms, and the form for numeral nine is close to the right one 
of Suggestion 1. That means the forms of Suggestion 2 is not better to be used in a set with other 
current forms in the code charts. If any type designers hope to design a cursive style for the 
Suzhou Numerals, they could use the forms mentioned in the second line. 

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2023/23167-suzhou-nine.pdf
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Fig. 2 中华人民共和国文化部艺术司, 中国艺术研究院音乐研究所: 《中国工尺谱集成·︁总
论》, 北京: 文化艺术出版社, 2017.5, ISBN 978-7-5039-5789-5, p. 7 

 

We can choose the right one of Suggestion 1 in Ms. Koo’s document to update the representative 
glyph for U+3029 as below. 

 

Fig. 3 Suggested form for updating U+3029 
 
In the following part, I will show more examples in the modern publishing materials to support 
the suggestion. 

Figs. 4 and 12 show the form is more like the left one of Suggestion 1, but they are still under 
Suggestion 1. 

 
Fig. 4 珠算小辞典编写组: 《珠算小辞典》, 北京: 中国财政经济出版社, 1988.12, ISBN 7-

5005-0264-8/F·0233, p. 109 
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Fig. 5 傅梓北: 《财经珠算脑算教程》, 福州: 福建人民出版社, 1991.11, ISBN 7-211-01813-

5/G·1283, p. 2 
 
The book cited as Fig. 6 was published by the important and authoritative publishing house, 
and Fig. 7 shows the later edition of the same article in other book, which the form is still stable. 

 

Fig. 6 周有光: 《中国语文纵横谈》, 北京: 人民教育出版社, 1992.11, ISBN 7-107-10716-
X/G·2023, p. 256 
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Fig. 7 周有光: 《21 世纪的华语和华文——周有光耄耋文存》, 北京: 生活·读书·新知三联

书店, 2002.7, ISBN 7-108-01686-9, pp. 114-115 
 

 

Fig. 8 范德勇: 《基层商业银行应用数学》, 北京: 北京教育出版社, 1995.7, ISBN 7-80554-

287-2/G·34, p. 169 
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Based on the actual usages, there are other names for Suzhou Numeral in different places, “肉
码” is one of them. It is not hard to find the numerals in Fig. 9 mean Suzhou Numeral. 

 

Fig. 9 王作栋, 王志琦, 熊庆文: 《宜昌民俗风情》, 武汉: 湖北人民出版社, 2005.5, ISBN 7-
216-04229-8/G·1187, p. 268 
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Fig. 10 曾桥旺: 《灵川历代碑文集》, 北京: 中央文献出版社, 2010.11. ISBN 978-7-5073-
3022-9, p. 419 
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Fig. 11 叶文宪: 《趣味文字》, 济南: 山东人民出版社, 2014.05, ISBN 978-7-209-08275-4, p. 
21 

 

 
Fig. 12 韩敬体: 《语文应用漫谈》, 北京: 商务印书馆国际有限公司, 2015.7, ISBN 978-7-

5176-0155-5, p. 55 
 

 

Fig. 13 行龙: 《基层农村档案发现记》//行龙, 徐杰舜, 韦小鹏, 胡英泽: 《人类学与黄土文
明》, 哈尔滨: 黑龙江人民出版社, 2015.8, ISBN 978-7-207-10365-9, p. 13 
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Fig. 14 王澧华, 吴颖: 《近代来华外交官汉语教材研究》, 桂林: 广西师范大学出版社, 

2016.5, ISBN 978-7-5495-7633-3, p. 268 
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Fig. 15 寇冠荣: 《永定河畔梨花村》, 北京: 新华出版社, 2018.1, ISBN 978-7-5166-3817-0, 
p. 37 

 

 
Fig. 16 《苏州通史》编纂委员会; 吴建华: 《苏州通史 明代卷》, 苏州: 苏州大学出版社, 

2019.3, ISBN 978-7-5672-2507-7, p. 549 
 

Based on the above examples, we can confirm that the glyph for Suzhou Numeral Nine in 
modern uses is stable. 
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Solutions for other related regional standards 
1) For China, this glyph (0xA948) has been updated in GB 18030-2022 to match the suggestion, 
so there is no need to do anything on this issue. 
2) For Hong Kong SAR, U+3029 is inherited from Big5 as HB-A2CB. IRGN2074 shows the glyph 
is the same as the right one of Suggestion 2. When we confirm the updating, maybe UTC could 
suggest CLIAC to update the glyph in their font, but not in HKSCS. 
3) For Macao SAR, U+3029 is also inherited from Big5 as MB-A2CB (?). We don’t know how the 
glyph they used is currently. If they use the glyph based on MingLiU or PMingLiU directly, the 
glyph is still the same as Hong Kong SAR. When we confirm the updating, maybe UTC could 
suggest DSAFP experts of Macao SAR to pay more attention in future. 
4) For TCA, this glyph (1-243D) matched the left one of Suggestion 1 in Ms. Koo’s document in 

TCA-CNS 11643 (2007 edition). It is up to TCA to decide whether to update the glyph in the next 
edition or not. 
 
(End of Document) 
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